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HOTR: Putin pode encerrar aviação comercial, alerta consultor
24 de fevereiro de 2022, © Leeham News : A invasão da Rússia na
Ucrânia pode interromper a produção de aviação comercial, previu
um especialista em consultoria de cadeia de suprimentos no início deste mês.

Kevin Michaels, diretor-gerente da AeroDynamic Advisory, uma empresa de consultoria
de cadeia de suprimentos, alertou em uma conferência de fornecedores em 8 de fevereiro que o presidente russo
Vladimir Putin “poderia encerrar o negócio aeroespacial comercial se assim o decidisse”.

A Rússia é o maior produtor mundial

"Por que? Porque uma empresa chamada VSMPO é a maior produtora de titânio do mundo”, observou Michaels.
“É difícil obter números precisos. Peguei alguns de nossos arquivos quando fizemos isso pela última vez em 2010.
Naquela época, o VSMPO tinha uma participação de 35% no consumo de titânio aeroespacial. De acordo com The
Air Current , eles fornecem 35% do titânio da Boeing, 65% da Airbus e 100% da Embraer. Eles não são muito
grandes em motores, mas são supercríticos e, a propósito, os forjados da Boeing no trem de pouso vêm em uma
joint venture com a VSMPO na Rússia. Isso faz o trem de pouso para o 787 e 777X.”

Michaels disse que o titânio é fabricado a partir de sucatas de titânio ou de uma esponja. Ele disse que o último
produtor de esponjas dos EUA fechou durante a crise do COVID.

“Agora não temos suprimento doméstico de esponjas de titânio”, disse Michaels. O Japão entrou na brecha, disse
ele, mas os outros fornecedores de esponjas são China, Cazaquistão e Rússia.

A Boeing disse anteriormente que estava fazendo compras antecipadas de titânio. A Airbus disse hoje à LNA em
um e-mail que “riscos geopolíticos estão integrados em nossas políticas de fornecimento de titânio. Estamos,
portanto, protegidos a curto/médio prazo.
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← A Boeing 787-10 HGW, how good is it? Bjorn’s Corner: Sustainable Air Transport. Part 8P. Serial Hybrid. The deeper discussion. →

“A exposição é uma mistura de fornecimento direto da Airbus do fornecedor russo de titânio VSMPO, bem como
fornecimento indireto (por meio de nossos fornecedores de Nível 1). Estamos monitorando de perto a situação com
nossos fornecedores.”

Nenhuma ação ainda

Michaels disse ao LNA hoje que, até onde ele sabe, nem a Rússia nem os EUA impuseram sanções ao titânio.
Richard Aboulafia, também da AeroDynamic Advisory, disse ao LNA que “a economia de valor agregado da Rússia
é miserável. Tudo o que eles oferecem ao mundo são matérias-primas. Então, sim, eles poderiam danificar a
aeronáutica civil, mas estariam danificando gravemente a única parte bem-sucedida de sua economia.”
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Albert Gnadt 
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Putin can shut down commercial aviation *manufacturing*

Bryce 
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…and selected spare parts supply…

Pedro 
February 24, 2022 

What’s the price of oil/aviation fuel today? Tomorrow? Next year?? The year after next???

Fastship 
February 25, 2022 

The body politik seeks $150 oil as part of their insane zero carbon policy. Here we see,
they are well on their way in achieving their ambitions.

Pedro 
February 24, 2022 

-> Putin can shut down commercial aviation *manufacturing*

I believe that’s only one the tools available in his arsenal … and it’s not even the biggest, wait.

keesje 
February 24, 2022 

“The first casualty of War is Truth”

Saskatoon Star-Phoenix, Daily Starbeams, 1931.

I think we need to get very careful with facts / opinions in times of war.

The wars of the last 50 years & what we found out a few years later later confirms this.

Pedro 
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February 24, 2022 

Oops

Time to rewatch The Fog of War

PNWgeek 
February 24, 2022 

The specific mix of the parts is especially troubling for BA. They have a JV established with
VSMPO focusing on Titanium Forgings. Those parts are hard to move as the forging dies
needed to make them are specific to the hammers at the forge they were made for. Once they exhaust the
pipeline, they would be very hard to place somewhere else. While BA would have a hard time working
around it, the silver lining could be that it would be viewed as Force Majure, and buy them schedule time to
make other fixes not connected to Titanium.

Pedro 
February 24, 2022 

No wonder TC openly question BA’s delivery of their 787s and 777X on schedule.

No problem, there’s a plan B called A380.

Pedro 
February 24, 2022 

on each Boeing 787-9, there is over 19 tons of titanium. 

Russian VSMPO-AVISMA is the biggest supplier of titanium and titanium parts for all Boeing aircraft
programs.

GS in PDX 
February 24, 2022 

If they do shut down production / shipments of titanium, Boeing isn’t the only
company that will suffer – did you miss the graphic on mfg. dependency on this supplier in the
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article? Airbus and Embraer could be hit even worse. And, it sounds like Boeing has placed
advanced orders to covering their short term / medium term needs.

Pedro 
February 24, 2022 

Easier to get around RM supply issue. How about your sole supplier of critical
parts? Over last couple of years, there’s a war against small entrepreneurs thanks to
destruction of the supply chain built up over decades as those at the top dreamed of
decoupling.

You reap what you sow.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=JrMiSQAGOS4

John Mearsheimer

TransWorld 
February 24, 2022 

Well the good news for Boeing is they have lots of built aircraft.

Pedro 
February 24, 2022 

Last year, BA “paused” production of 787 after delivery was halted, not AB.

Tells you who has the upper hand when U.S. imposed restrictions on VSMPO-AVISMA in
December 2020 only to back down quickly weeks later.

Mike Bohnet 
February 24, 2022 

From this very blog post.
“I dug some out of our archives when we last did this in 2010. At that time, VSMPO had a 35%
share of aerospace titanium consumption. According to The Air Current, they provide 35% of
Boeing’s titanium, 65% of Airbus, and 100% of Embraer.”

So, apparently they are the biggest supplier of titanium for all Airbus programs too.
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Pedro 
February 24, 2022 

As shown in chip crisis, you can’t ship FG even if you miss only one part: =>
787/777X.

Also BA builds derivatives of 60s design. You have to dig deeper, not to rely on being
spoon-fed.

Pedro 
February 24, 2022 

Did The Air Current do the ground work and pull real data or just repeat
hearsay??

Mike Bohnet 
February 24, 2022 

Pedro,
“Also BA builds derivatives of 60s design. You have to dig deeper, not to rely on being
spoon-fed.”

How do you like the taste of that spoon?

Bryce 
February 24, 2022 

“The west” would want to tread carefully in this situation. Russia and China have become
major buddies, and will probably support each other in the same way that the US, EU,
Canada, Australia and Japan (for example) coordinate their responses. China is the main supplier of rare
earth metals in the world, and it’s the number one producer of steel (6 of the top 10 steels producers in the
world are in China). The two countries can, if desired, inflict considerable pain on world industry.

It should be noted that, in the past 50 years, other countries have also been invaded by “western” powers —
including invasions for the sole purpose of toppling a regime — so we’re not exactly squeaky clean
ourselves. It would be good to reflect upon that before over-reacting and shooting ourselves in the foot.

TransWorld 
February 24, 2022 
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[Edited as irrelevant to the post. Stay on topic.]

Pedro 
February 24, 2022 

[Edited as irrelevant to the post. Stay on topic.]

TransWorld 
February 24, 2022 

Pedro:

[Edited as irrelevant to the post. Stay on topic.]

Bill7 
February 24, 2022 

> Or as the WP puts it so well, Democracy Dies in Darkness <

That's that oligarch-owned, CIA-enabled rag's Mission Statement, my friend.

Pedro 
February 24, 2022 

Before you point finger at others, look around to see who lives in a glass house.

Pedro 
February 24, 2022 

https://mobile.twitter.com/liamdenning/status/1496860462020968450?
cxt=HHwWhICy0Zqq9cUpAAAA

TransWorld 
February 24, 2022 

Bill7:
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[Edited as irrelevant to the post. Stay on topic.]

William 
February 24, 2022 

[Edited as irrelevant to the post. Stay on topic.]

Zoom 
February 25, 2022 

I think given this act by Russia they will likely not be a reliable partner for a very long time. I
would hope and think China realizes a similar route will cost them their economy. There may be short
term pain but after COVID there is a will and understanding not to be beholden to single countries. I am
still hopeful that China itself is in shock over what Russia is doing and is looking for a diplomatic way to
distance itself and or see how the world reacts.

Frank 
February 24, 2022 

“Airbus and propulsion specialist Safran are aiming to take over the metallurgical and
materials firm Aubert & Duval, as part of a strategy to secure critical aerospace supplies for
future development.
The partnership intends to acquire the entirety of the company from its owner, mining company Eramet.
Aubert & Duval produces alloys, forgings and additive-manufacturing powders for the aerospace industry,
and is already a key supplier to Airbus”

https://www.flightglobal.com/aerospace/airbus-and-safran-to-secure-materials-supply-with-aubert-and-
duval-takeover/147643.article

Bill7 
February 24, 2022 

Thanks for that link- looks like another smart move from
Airbus.

I douby Mr. Putin has an interest in shutting down commercial aviation or its manufacturing; but like
they say, “one of the first casualties of War is truth.”
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TransWorld 
February 24, 2022 

I am less impressed with a 65% reliance on Soviet metals.

Airdoc 
February 24, 2022 

What, How can this be the case? Scott mentioned that our long national nightmare was over
when Biden was inaugurated. This titanium shutdown possibility is just smoke and mirrors.
Everything’s rosy.

TransWorld 
February 24, 2022 

Its the Ukrainian nightmare that is just beginning and I don’t see how that links to Biden.

Bill7 
February 24, 2022 

[Edited as irrelevant to the post. Stay on topic.]

Mike Bohnet 
February 24, 2022 

Frank 
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February 24, 2022 

[Edited as irrelevant to the post. Stay on topic.]

TransWorld 
February 24, 2022 

[Edited as irrelevant to the post. Stay on topic.]

Uwe 
February 25, 2022 

Biden is the current front for the “war faction”.
Had Ms Clinton won vs Trump things would have come to a cusp earlier. ( IMHO )
My assay at the time was Trump would hurt the US,
Clinton would hurt the world. ( both with no real longterm US gain )

Grubbie 
February 24, 2022 

Russians are highly educated in technical subjects, if only Putin had invested all the money
he has looted in the aviation industry.
If he is crazy /desperate enough to do this there are no limits, the Russian economy will collapse as a result
and he will behave like a cornered animal.

TransWorld 
February 24, 2022 

Only can see possibles where this goes.

We saw the same thing when Bush II went off the rails and congress did nothing (more aided and
abeded) as well as Jan 6.
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Bill7 
February 24, 2022 

> If he is crazy /desperate enough to do this there are no limits, the Russian economy will
collapse as a result and he will behave like a cornered animal. <

I don't see Mr. Putin (or his FM, Mr. Lavrov) as crazy, or desperate.

TransWorld 
February 24, 2022 

I liked Putins pigs reference. He deserves no Mr.

He has gone off the rails, numerous reports of mental insatiability .

Bill7 
February 24, 2022 

> numerous reports of mental insatiability. <

You're too good, man- my hat is off to you.

TransWorld 
February 24, 2022 

Bill7:

Danke, my father, Uncle, one close friend and numerous others I knew volunteered in WWII
to fight another nut job.

Airdoc 
February 24, 2022 

I wanted to mention. Back in the early 1960’s with the design of the Lockheed SR-71 the US
didn’t have a source of titanium required to build this amazing jet, so the CIA set up a front
company in Europe to obtain the source from the Soviets. Maybe we need to go back to that scenario?
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TransWorld 
February 24, 2022 

Airdoc:

The idea is to deter not get them money some other way.

Pedro 
February 24, 2022 

Reminds me the current situation: to tell others to shun their energy sources while it
continues its energy import as if it’s business as usual.

https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/us-sanctions-russia-not-likely-disrupt-energy-markets-state-
dept-official-2022-02-22/

https://mobile.twitter.com/liamdenning/status/1496200682143158281?cxt=HHwWksC4vfulycMpAAAA

Pedro 
February 24, 2022 

U.S. imports on average 2.5 million barrels every day from you know who.

bubba2 
February 24, 2022 

And what percentage of the ‘ cost’ goes to the brandon family ?

Dukeofurl 
February 24, 2022 

Yes. Often refined product like diesel and to the high demand areas in US like the
NE states
And while the overall figure for US is net exports, the difference between the 2 is only 1%
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Pedro 
February 24, 2022 

Haha. The heavy crude import is to replace those from VE. Refineries are built
for specific raw type heavy vs light and sweet vs sour. They can’t switch without heavy
investments.

From CNBC:
In 2019, the U.S. produced 12.29 million barrels of crude oil per day, according to the U.S.
Energy Information Administration. That figure was *11.28 million* in 2020 and is estimated
to be *11.18 million* in 2021 and *11.85 million* in 2022.

U.S. oil consumption per EIA latest data
2020 18.19 million mbpd
2021 19.78 million mbpd

@Duke

What are the good stuff you are smoking? 

TransWorld 
February 24, 2022 

Pedro:

The US exports ULSD diesel to Europe.

You forget your beloved China was built on free trade. Yea, it will take a while to correct the
laze faire going on, but then I believe you are part of that area that gets 40% of its energy
with no recourse from the Soviets.

Germany and Hungary despite that close history that should know better are more like 60%
dependent.

I wonder how those high gas bills are working out?

Dukeofurl 
February 24, 2022 

Pedro your numbers are complete nonsensense
Official US EIA figures
Also in 2020, the United States produced about 18.40 million barrels per day (MMb/d) of
petroleum, and consumed about 18.12 MMb/d.
https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/oil-and-petroleum-products/imports-and-exports.php
‘The United States remained a net crude oil importer in 2020, importing nearly 5.88 MMb/d
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and exporting about 3.18 MMb

Pedro 
February 24, 2022 

Read it yourself *carefully*

https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/steo/report/us_oil.php

Liquid =/= crude! 

Importance of proper terminology

Pedro 
February 24, 2022 

@TW

The Administion can’t afford to practice what it preaches

-> (Reuters) – The Biden administration is not expected to target Russia’s crude oil and
refined fuel sector with sanctions cutting off trade, due to concerns about *inflation* and the
harm it could do to its European allies, global oil markets and *U.S. consumers*, officials
say.

https://mobile.twitter.com/phildstewart/status/1496601557957328899

You want a replay of 1973/74 when oil price nearly quadrupled??

The Americans can’t suffer one-tenth of the pain bore by Cubans, Iranians, Russians.

Bubba2 
February 24, 2022 

And on the 2707 program( SST ) the same issue- Major supplier of Ti sponge was Russia-
and we planned to use a LOT of titanium
And in later years used russian designers and engineers.

So whats new ?

TransWorld 
February 24, 2022 

On a tech note, in the interest of Mineral Security (you just have to love the buzz phrase of
the moment) perhaps we should go back to all aluminum?
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It will be interesting to see how soon the Titanium Sponge mines get opened again.

claes 
February 24, 2022 

Titanium is one of the most common materials on earth in the form of white titanium oxide.
Mining the desired stuff, then comes the energy intensive processes including remelt and filtering often
a VIM, VAR trippel remelt process and get the correct alloy in the right cristalline structure. Composite
aircrafts needs more than the old aluminum aircraft designs. So maybe we have to settle with
A330neo’s & 777-9’s instead of A350/787’s for some years.

REPLY

REPLY

Scott Hamilton 
February 24, 2022 

Titanium may be one of the most common materials, but the supply is concentrated to
many of the “wrong” people. This is the issue.

TransWorld 
February 24, 2022 

Scott:

More accurately for us to become depended on the wrong people.

Its what happens when business decisions trump national good and appeasement reins
supreme.

William 
February 24, 2022 

-If the geologists are tasked they will find viable concentrations. Titanium I believe is
the 4th most common mineral in the earths crust.
-These ores may be competitive with the Russian ones or say Australian mineral sands or they
may not quite be. Lower ore concentrations require more earth to be moved, more crushing,
grinding and a larger concentrator plant and therefore more energy. Price support may be

REPLY

REPLY
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TransWorld 
February 24, 2022 

Huge spike in fuel prices, stay tuned on that one a as well.

Nordstrom 3 anyone?

needed for mining and concentration or some kind of support for the hunt for the ores. I’d say
the deposits are already found and the ores are only slightly more expensive to process. They
may be profitable already but investors fear price drops that will put their plant into care and
maintenance.

Dukeofurl 
February 24, 2022 

4th most common?
That actually comes to 0.6% , and it’s 4th most common structural metal not ‘element’.
Behind iron, aluminium and magnesium metals

So no cigar.

claes 
February 25, 2022 

Not only commercial airlines use it but military aircrafts and engines also use the
different Ti alloys (both precision castings and forgings), hence the west should have
facilities to produce it in quantities required if they boost up investments. Russia seems to
have been able to have Ti ore, process facilities and energy available to produce the alloy
per spec in volumes to competitive prices. You had a Ti crisis in the 80’s around the time the
MD-80 was designed as titanium golf clubs became fashion and Russia needed all its own
titanium for the Typhoon Project 941 Akula subs.

Uwe 
February 25, 2022 

See the infamity!
They put their countries on our resources.

A bit on the cheap side, isn’t it?

REPLY
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Uwe 
February 24, 2022 

NS2 is turning a single lever. 

JCh 
February 24, 2022 

Ukraine is the fourth exporting country for Titan.

Dukeofurl 
February 25, 2022 

https://www.mining.com/web/ukraine-cancels-privatization-tender-on-titanium-and-
zirconium-miner/

No interest [Aug 2021] it seems at the $136 mill starting price. Moot now of course

Norm 

REPLY

REPLY

Scott Hamilton 
February 24, 2022 

Nordstrom is a retail shop dealing in clothes and such. Perhaps Nord Stream is who you
mean….

Bubba2 
February 24, 2022 

Scott – just throw a shoe at him 

REPLY
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February 24, 2022 

Earlier today, the UK prohibited “Aeroflot” from flying to London, and suspect, that a Tit for
Tat will follow from Russia, prohibiting All UK Airlines from flying over Russian Airspace, let
alone to Moscow or St. Petersburg. As regards Titanium resources, Russia and China will fulfill their needs
for their own new Aircraft Manufacturers

TransWorld 
February 24, 2022 

Norm:

Is that the massive production of the MC-21 and C919? or just military aircraft (yes Russia is going to
need a number of replacements, them thar stingers, well they sting.

Anyone that though the MC-21 would go global is proving to be delusional at best.

Bill7 
February 24, 2022 

Good to see the composite-wing MC-21 mentioned again. Thank you.

Pedro 
February 25, 2022 

When there’s an action, there’s a reaction. Kids know … I guess.

https://mobile.twitter.com/JournoDannyAero/status/1496985051351105538

Bill7 
February 24, 2022 

How the heck did all of “our” Titanium and Oil end up in
Russia [+Iran, for the latter], anyway ?

funny old world / Resource War

REPLY
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TransWorld 
February 24, 2022 

Bill7:

Unrestrained capitalism where we sent all our industry to China and the EU had its head in the sand.

While Fracking needs to be regulated far better, its put the US in a better position.

Other stuff, not so much. We can on shore mfg, metals has always been a harder issue.

Pedro 
February 24, 2022 

Good days for franking is done. Ask those who know better. There were seven fat cows,
and like who shall remains nameless, it’s been squandered. While bees work hard in summer,
grasshoppers enjoy good days. When winter comes, you know which shall survive!

Bill7 
February 24, 2022 

There were and are no good days for fracking:

It’s an insane, short-term, groundwater-polluting,
earthquake-causing, gas-overproducing Nightmare.

“Yep, we’ll just inject all that grossly-polluted-for-a-hundred-years
fracking wastewater (fracking requires tons of water, even in places that have little of it like here
in California) back down into the ground- problem solved!”

should be fine™.

TransWorld 
February 24, 2022 

Bill7:

I gather you prefer being under the Soviets?

REPLY

REPLY
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Pedro 
February 24, 2022 

Time to rewatch The Fog of War

TransWorld 
February 24, 2022 

Pedro:

Clearly you meant the Frog of War?

Pedro 
February 24, 2022 

Video about YOU?? 

William 
February 24, 2022 

There are two things to do.
-Develop Titanium resources in other nations. Australia has them for instance. In WW2 even
Cuxhaven in Germany supplied Titanium which was used in the Tinidur alloy used in the Jumo 004 engine
and as a replacement for tungsten filaments.
-Develop alternatives to Titanium.

Dukeofurl 
February 25, 2022 

Titanium is already the king of structural metals. If anything the research is to make it more
useful by reducing the cost of production to the metal form

Then theres paint which use TiO2, much cheaper as it still has the O2 attached.

REPLY
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AP_Robert 
February 24, 2022 

Any potential Western operator of an MC-21 with Russian supplied engines or systems
would have to take into account the Irkut Superjet’s poor history of service issues with
Western operators.

“By February 2019, CityJet’s remaining five SSJ100s stood idle and were expected to be transferred to
Slovenia’s Adria Airways, which committed for 15 in late 2018,[99] though Adria subsequently cancelled its
order in April 2019.[100] Neither CityJet nor Brussels Airlines have commented as to why they dropped the
SSJ, though low reliability, difficult maintenance and spare parts availability are suspected to have
contributed.[101]

As of March 2019, 15 of Interjet’s 22 SSJs were out of service. Talks with Sukhoi were deadlocked, with
Interjet reportedly unwilling to pay for repairs to the PowerJet SaM146 engines.[102] Interjet’s reliability
issues are compounded by the lack of service facilities for the SSJ, a factor which also contributed to the
poor reliability recorded by CityJet.[103] On 15 May 2019, Interjet announced that it is to sell its 20 SSJs, of
which only five are operational, as it is no longer profitable to operate aircraft of this size in Mexico.[104]

As of May 2019, Sukhoi has had trouble selling the Superjet and renewing leasing contracts outside of
Russia because of reliability and service network issues.[105] Unease with the SSJ’s low reliability also
spread to Russian operators.[106] Yamal Airlines, the second-largest Russian SSJ operator, announced the
cancellation of its order for 10 further SSJs, citing high servicing costs.[107] Of 30–40 SSJs owned by
Aeroflot, only 10 are reportedly usable at a time due to maintenance problems.[108] Aeroflot cancelled
approximately 50 Superjet flights in the week following the Flight 1492 accident. Kommersant cited industry
sources as saying the Superjet 100 had lower dispatch reliability than Airbus and Boeing aircraft in the
airline’s fleet historically and attributed a rise in cancellations to “increased safety measures” at Aeroflot
while the accident is investigated.[109] On 4 June, the Russian Federal Air Transport Agency (Rosaviatsiya)
ordered carriers to perform one-time inspections of the SSJ, including a general check of the aircraft’s
condition and verification of aircraft and engine logs, by 25 June.[110]”

“The sole remaining western operator, Interjet, suffered financial difficulties due to the impact of the COVID-
19 pandemic on aviation.[114] By the end of November 2020, the carrier’s fleet was down to just four
SSJ100s.[115] In December 2020 the company ceased operation, and while able to sell almost all its other
planes, it was left with its 22 SSJ100s as “dead weight”, making its financial recovery impossible.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sukhoi_Superjet_100

AP_Robert 
February 24, 2022 

My post above was a follow up to a post along the lines of the following, that for some
reason did not show up. Deleted by me or Mr. Hamilton?

And what if the Western countries decided to cut off supply of Western made engines and systems to
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the Russian commercial aircraft industry? Take the Irkut MC-21 as an example.

“By January 2019, U.S. sanctions against Russia have interrupted the supply of foreign raw materials,
on which the UAC relied to produce composite parts. The UAC started looking for either domestically
produced or Chinese replacements, maintaining that the wing box and consoles would still consist of
polymeric composites. By then, a metal wing was “no longer on the agenda” according to the Central
Aerohydrodynamic Institute (TsAGI).[58] In March 2019, AeroComposit reported that it had produced
the first fuselage centre section and wing box from domestic materials.”

“The 130 kN (30,000 lbf) thrust class Pratt & Whitney PW1000G was selected in December 2009.[61]
The design configuration now calls for the PW1400G-JM geared turbo fan engine to be installed on one
version.[citation needed] Russia decided to have both an internal and external supplier for the engine
and nacelle for greater flexibility in controlling rate and price.

The Russian engine will be the 8–16 tf (18,000–35,000 lbf) Aviadvigatel PD-14.[62] United Engine
Corporation (UEC) planned to deliver five PD-14s for the MC-21 by the end of 2018, to start flight tests
in 2019 for the MC-21 variant certification in 2021.[63] By October 2018, the PD-14 had received its
Rosaviatsia type certification.[64] By October 2019, PD-14 flight-testing on the MC-21 was delayed until
2020.”

“In August 2009, Hamilton Sundstrand, a subsidiary of United Technologies, announced it will provide
electric power generation and distribution equipment for $2.3 billion over 20 years of production.[66]
Rockwell Collins and its Russian partner Avionika were selected to supply the MC-21’s avionics.[67]
Honeywell, Thales and Elbit Systems supplies avionics with 9 X 12 in multifunction displays, electronic
flight bags, synthetic vision and enhanced vision systems. The MC-21 will be the first airliner with active
sidesticks, supplied by UTC Aerospace Systems.[6] It has Fly-By-Wire controls.[57] It has a glass
cockpit with side-stick controls and an optional Head-up display.

Goodrich Corporation, also a subsidiary of United Technologies, along with Aviapribor was selected to
provide the flight control system actuators.[68] Zodiac Aerospace, Eaton and Meggitt provide other
components.[6] Interior furnishings will come from Zodiac Aerospace, coordinated from C&D Zodiac in
Huntington Beach, California. Innovations from Zodiac Aerospace in Carson, California, will be
incorporated in the water and waste systems.

There are two types of auxiliary power units (APU) designed with specifications suitable for MC-21:
HGT750 from Honeywell Aerospace[69] and TA18-200 developed by Aerosila.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irkut_MC-21

According Wikipedia there are currently 175 firm orders for the MC-21, and all except 10 (for Azerbaijan
AIrlines) are from Russian operators or entities. What would be the sales potential in Western countries
for an MC-21 variant with the Western supplied engines and systems replaced by Russian designed and
manufactured systems? Would any Western operator consider for a microsecond placing an MC-21
order that was not paid for in Euoro’s or US Dollars?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irkut_MC-21
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AP_Robert 
February 24, 2022 

From the US Commerce Department’s website on 2-24-22.

“In response to the Russian Federation’s further invasion of Ukraine, the Bureau of Industry and
Security has issued a final rule, “Implementation of Sanctions Against Russia Under the Export
Administration Regulations (EAR),” which implements new Russia license requirements and licensing
policies to protect U.S. national security and foreign policy interests.”

“This final rule adds new license requirements for all Export Control Classification Numbers (ECCNs) in
Categories 3-9 of the CCL. Certain of these items, in 58 ECCNs with unilateral controls, were not
previously controlled to Russia and include microelectronics, telecommunications items, sensors,
navigation equipment, avionics, marine equipment, and aircraft components. BIS’s restrictions should
significantly impact Russia’s ability to acquire items it cannot produce itself.”

“Under the stringent licensing review policy being implemented, applications for the export, reexport, or
transfer (in-country) of items that require a license for Russia will be reviewed, with certain limited
exceptions, under a policy of denial. The categories reviewed on a case-by-case basis are applications
related to safety of flight, maritime safety, humanitarian needs, government space cooperation, civil
telecommunications infrastructure, government-to-government activities, and to support limited
operations of partner country companies in Russia.”

https://www.commerce.gov/news/fact-sheets/2022/02/us-department-commerce-bureau-industry-and-
security-russia-rule-fact-sheet

Fastship 
February 25, 2022 

When you take your “opinions” from such as Wikipedia and armchair experts you are bound
to open yourself up for correction which you may not like; here they are.

The SaM146 is essentially a CFM56 core. That (should) speak for itself. Safran Aircraft Engines was
responsible for the overall design, development and certification of the engine with NPO Saturn
responsible for the low pressure section and installation. There are two versions of the engine, the 100,
and the 1S18, for the Long Range and Business Jet versions of the Superjet. The 1s18 is ETOPS
approved (120mins).

The Customer Support Centre (CSC) is based in France (not Russia) and thus provides identical
support, including AOG as any CFM56 customer recieves. This includes their 99 Field Reps in 11
Technical Support Centres worldwide. There are spares distribution centres (to date, two in France and
one in Russia) holding and supplying all spare parts for the engines. Engine Data & Documentation
Centre for all customers, is not paper based but cloud based and therefore directly accessible via the
web portal. There are two MRO’s in France and in Russia. In short, design and support for the SaM146
is state of the art.

The Superjets operate in the harshest environments, hot & high and extreme cold yet have a dispatch
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reliability rate of 99.9%+ and are approaching one million flight hours.

Some engines suffered from oil collection in the burners causing premature failure of the burners. Under
the agreement between Powerjet and Superjet this required a RTB repair taking up to eight months at
Powerjets expense, under warranty. No spare pool of engines had been established under agreement
and this caused AOG for operators. The issue has long been resolved and was proportionally, much
less of an issue than say P&W’s GTF and other makers recent engines.

The Superjet airframe is certified in the US. It has a dispatch rate exceeding that of the MAX at well over
99%. This was Interjet’s experience; a new carrier, with a new type in hot & high ops. with up to 13
cycles per day. The aircraft is extensively operated in Yakutia year round with average winter daytime
temperatures of -29C.

Bloomberg reported that Interjet was “cannibalising” their Superjets from January 2019 onwards. During
this period it was shown (on FlightRadar) that all 22 of Interjet’s Superjets were in fact, flying for this and
the subsequent six month period at least. Throughout this same period the Superjet Zhukovsky spares
warehouse was reporting full inventories. No other operator had spares on backorder at this time.

Subsequently, in bankruptcy proceedings at Interjet it was found that they had not paid their contractual
obligations for spare parts for their Superjets.

However, during that same period, the management of Interjet leased a new fleet of Airbus A320’s at
great expense (arranged by Airbus) and placed these much larger aircraft on the (parked and fully
operational) Superjet routes.

Following an FBI investigation Airbus later paid €4billion fine for paying bribes in arranging aircraft lease
deals in South America and elsewhere in what the UK courts characterised as “endemic’ corruption”. Mr
Hamilton’s excellent book will give some insight into these practices. Interjet was in financial chaos
throughout this period and shortly after collapsed with debts of $1.25 billion. It remains to be seen if any
of Interjet’s management will face criminal charges in these matters.

Amongst the creditors was a $380million debt to Superjet – they had never paid Superjet for any of their
22 aircraft. They got and operated the aircraft for free. The aircraft were financed under an inter-Se
“Pari-Passu” syndicated loan agreement by four banks; Deutsch Bank, Intesa, Natixus and VEB. The
nationalities of these banks sheds further light on the story. These creditors have made no efforts to
recover their aircraft. The debt was underwritten by the Russian taxpayer and to all intents and
purposes, written off. Such is the murky world of the airline industry.

CityJet (of Ireland) is a not dissimilar story to Interjet. It was financially shaky and always had been. To
state that if failed because of the Superjet is simply not true. It failed through mismanagement and GMT
actions re: Covid. It failed to maintain it’s contractual agreements with Brussels Airlines because if fell
below certain covenants. This sent it into a financial tail spin where it could not meet its technical and
financial obligations of its’ Superjets. What remains of Cityjet is inter alia, now owned by KLM. KLM/Air
France could not care less about a handful of redundant Superjets.

It is noteworthy that all who flew on CityJet’s SSJ’s had nothing but high praise for the experience, in
particular in comparison to the Embraer and to a slightly lesser extent, the CS100.

O Superjet está operando com sucesso na Rússia com excelente confiabilidade. Como todas as
companhias aéreas, a fuselagem certa deve ser aplicada à rota certa. Como todas as companhias
aéreas, isso raramente acontece. Aeronaves requerem operadores competentes.
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O MC-21 é o melhor voo de corpo estreito. Está muito à frente do Airbus (e, claro, da relíquia da
Boeing) e isso por si só marca o programa para todos os truques sujos que o duopólio natural pode,
deseja e implantou. No registro de serviço do MC-21 é obviamente desconhecido.

A indústria aérea não é para crianças. É vicioso e precisa de personagens viciosos para participar. Se
você não está à altura da luta, fique longe.

Ao responder sua pergunta sobre quem usaria o Superjet do MC-21, não posso fazer nada melhor do
que citar Nathan Rothschild:- “Compre quando houver sangue nas ruas”.
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